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Ia the 
Supreme Court of the State of Utah 
ASHWORTH TRANSFER COMPANY 
and SALT LAKE TRANSFER COM-
PANY, 
Petitioners, 
vs. 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF 
UTAH, HAL S. BENNETT, DON-
ALD HACKING and STEWART M. 
HANSON, its Commissioners; and 
HARRY L. YOUNG & SONS, IN-
CORPORATED, 
Respondents. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Case No. 
7968 
Petitioners, Ashworth Transfer Company and Salt 
Lake Transfer Company, appeal in pursuance of a Writ 
of Review issued following action of the Public Service 
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Commission of Utah granting the application of Harry L. 
Young & Sons, Inc., for a Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity, statewide authority, to operate as a com-
mon motor carrier to transport commodities requiring 
special handling and special equipment. 
Harry L. Young & Sons, Inc., hereinafter referred to 
as respondent, does not agree with the petitioners' entire 
statement of fact and therefore will amplify petitioners' 
statement for the assistance of the court. 
Petitioners, two common motor carriers, protested the 
granting of the said certificate at a hearing held before the 
Public Service Commission commencing May 28, 1952. 
Several other motor carriers also protested, but during the 
course of the hearing the following protestant withdrew his 
protests, namely, Robert W. Jones, who had authority limit-
ed to two counties under the so-called Mercer description 
for transporting equipment used in the exploration for, 
development of, and production of oil and gas. 
Protestants,. Uintah Freight Line, Carbon Motorway, 
Inc., Salt Lake-Kanab Freight Line, Salt Lake-Delta Freight 
Line and Milne Truck Line are re~ular route common car-
riers serving in the composite the principal areas of the 
State of Utah and their services are available for general 
trucking services. These last mentioned protestants do not 
have the equipment nor the personnel to perform special-
ized heavy hauling ser\)'ices. 
Protestants, Collett Tank Lines and W. S. Hatch Com· 
pany, are tank truck operations moving liquid products in 
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bulk (primarily petroleum products). Respondent does not 
propose to transport products in bulk, in tank trucks. 
Harry L. Young & Sons, Inc., is domiciled in the State 
of Utah, with its principal place of business in Salt Lake 
City. The respondent has been transporting the commodi-
ties specified in the commission's order in interstate com-
merce since 1935, in the following western states: Utah, 
Arizona, Nevada, California, Idaho and Montana (R. 74, 
R. 152, R. 179, R. 180). 
Harry L. Young, president and founder of Harry L. 
Young & Sons, Inc., has been engaged in heavy hauling, 
rigging and related work since 1931, and has had previous 
experience directly in oil field movement and rigging. His 
son, M"arvin, is an experienced rigger and has had special-
ized training in pipe line work while employed for six years 
with Mountain FueL Supply Company (R. 192). His son, 
Shirley, has had twenty years' experience in specialized 
mantling, dismantling, rigging and hauling, and was em-
ployed in such capacity at Geneva Steel. 
Respondent has also received requests from numerous 
shippers aside from the public witnesses appearing, re-
quiring movement of numerous commodities to various in-
trastate locations and within the classification as granted 
by the Commission, although all of the shippers have been 
usi~g the services of petitioners. 
The respondent has not had authority to transport 
int:rastate under the so-called Mercer description, but has 
the necessary equipment and know-how to so serve the 
pu~lic. 
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The following shippers requested service from respond-
ent within 60 days prior to the hearing date: 
Bush Electric (R. 193) ; 
Sam Friedman (R. 193-194) ; 
Allen Steel (R. 194) ; 
Steel Engineers (R. 194) ; 
Fred Berquist {R. 194) ; 
Pearce Equipment (R. 194-195); 
Lang Equipment (R. 195); 
Phillips Petroleum (R. 195) ; 
Shurtliff & Andrews ( R. 195) ; 
American Gunite (R. 195) ; 
Brill Eqiupment (R. 196) ; 
Phillips Distribution Company (R. 196); 
McFarland & Hullinger (R. 196-197) ; 
Metals Producers Mines, Inc. (R. 197); 
L. H. Butcher (R. 197). 
Other qualified carriers have called upon the respond-
ent on occasion (R. 147). Respondent used four or five of 
his trucks (R. 147). He did a wonderful job (R. 147, R. 
152). Petitioners hav~ themselves used respondent's serv-
. ices. Mr. Young so testified, as follows: 
"* * * Morrison Knudsen called me to 
move this caterpillar. I told him that we didn't 
have the authority to move it, and referred him to 
either Ashworth or Salt Lake Transfer for move-
ment. He said he had contacted the other carriers, 
and they were unable to move it, due to equipment 
lack, and the caterpillar had to go. 
"I told him I could help him out, I had the equip-
ment, but that, in order to do so, if he could call Mr. 
Proctor at Ashworth Transfer and arrange for us 
to lease to them, we would be glad to serve him, 
which was the procedure taken. 
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"Q. In other words, that movement was under 
lease with Ashworth? 
"A. Yes sir. 
"Q. Using your equipment? 
"A. Yes" (R. 208-209). 
The respondent has moved a complete drilling rig 
with his own equipment and with unusual dispatch (R. 
190-191). The respondent has the type of equipment neces-
sary for oil field hauling (Ptf. Exh. 6-19, and R. 93, R. 191-
192), and is familiar with methods and equipment used in 
such work (R. 155-156) . 
Respondent's public witnesses, Bernick and Dorsey 
Hager (prominent oil geologist who has written three books 
on oil geology, one of which was published by McGraw-Hill 
and is in its sixth edition) (R. 289), both testified in con-
siderable detail as to the increase of oil and gas activity 
throughout the state of Utah (Ptf. Exh. 20, 21-22-23, R. 
291, R. 296). 
Witness Hager testified as follows In response to a 
question by Commissioner Bennett : 
"I think in my opinion that there will be num-
erous new fields opened in the Uintah Basin Area. 
The exploration is active there, and I look over the 
coming years to see thirty or forty new fields, and 
I am willing to go on record on that statement, and 
I think there will be other fields opened within the 
State. 
"MR. TAYLOR: Within the State? 
"That's all. 
"COM. BENNETT: Mr. Hager, in your opinion 
is there greater drilling activity in Utah at the pres-
ent time than there has been in the past two years? 
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"A. Yes sir, there is, and greater plans and 
more wells actually being drilled. 
"COM. BENNETT: Thank you" (R. 296). 
Hager further testified as to the necessity of prompt 
and efficient service required in oil and gas development 
work: 
"Q. And when_ a well is being drilled, does it 
require immediate and specific service? 
"A. I don't think there is any business that I 
know of that requires more rapid service than the 
oil business-everything. When they start drilling 
they run twenty-four hours a day seven days a week 
until they complete their well, and any shut-down is 
expensive because the contractors are probably be-
ing paid one thousand to fifteen hundred dollars a 
day for the contract, and the companies want to be 
sure that the material is on the ground and there 
will be no delays, because every delay costs. 
"Q. So that it is essential that adequate and 
sufficient service be available to haul those com-
modities to the well site? 
"A. It is essential" (R. 291, 292). 
Petitioners' witness testified directly that it has taken 
as long as one month to move one rig. 
Witness Ashworth attempted to show numerous oil rig 
hauls but his own testimony was changed upon cross ex-
amination (R. 376, R. 378). He stated that their equipment 
was deadheaded ; that in most of the movements they were 
associated with other movers (R. 376, R. 378). 
The public witness Manson testified his company re-
quired special handling and rigging. In order to obtain such 
services from Petitioner Ashworth a shipper must deal 
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' with an Ashworth feeder, Utah Crane and Rigging (R. 
378). Petitioners' witness, Rulon Ashworth, testified in 
that regard as follows : 
"Q. When they go on a dismantling job or 
erection, does the Ashworth Transfer Company 
handle most of that? 
"A. Their hauling service? 
"Q. y es., 
"A. y . es, sir. 
"Q. Would you say 100% of it? 
"A. Well, all except what is hauled by rail 
that may come in from other sources. 
"Q. So, so far as any intrastate shipments 
themselves, that is a feeder for your own company; 
is that correct, for Ashworth Transfer Company? 
"A. What do you mean by a feeder, sir? You 
mean the hauling? 
"Q. y es. 
"A. Yes" (R. 379). 
Petitioner Ashworth's witness, Rulon Ashworth, also 
testified that a great deal of their equipment is under 
lease, or that they were leasing equipment from others, 125 
lease~ having been in operation in the past year. (Only 
three leases however were intrastate) (R. 380). 
Petitioner Ashworth's witness Proctor testified that he 
tries to supply equipment within one or two days, but 
testbnony of public witnesses Thomas, etc., would indicate 
otb~rwise. 
The protestant and witness Pritchard testified that he 
was engaged in direct competition with other oil well sup-
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pliers, but naively suggested that such enterprise would 
in no way influence the shippers or affect his services. 
Public Witness Bernick's testimony as to well locations 
and operations and as to pipe line construction and related 
activities was substantiated in part by Pritchard. Pritchard 
also substantiated previous testimony as to unusual time 
required by present haulers in oil field rig movement and 
as to the difficulty of movement in his own territory. It 
took him two weeks to move one rig ten miles (R. 410). 
His own activities testify as to his inability to engage 
in more than one rig movement without assistance. It was 
necessary for him to_ obtain equipment from Colorado (R. 
406). He made four trips on one haul (R. 407). A Mr. 
Hall had a contract to move a rig at the time of the hear-
ing and he called on Stanton to help him, who in turned 
·called on Pritchard (R. 408). 
That in the development of the Clear Creek Gas field, 
due to terrain on the structure, it may be necessary in mov-
ing· a rig on the structure to travel as much as a hundred 
miles to get six (R. 415). 
The testimony of respondent's public witnesses as to 
the availability of service and equipment cannot be dismiss-
ed as lightly as, petitioners suggest in their statement of 
facts. 
Mr. Henry Thomas, a public witness, manager of 
Thomas Electric Company, stated that he was unable to 
get service for three or four days, although he required it 
immediately and had called Ashworth several times (R. 
254). 
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They didn't have equipment available at the time they 
were called (R. 256) although he had used Ashworth fifty 
or sixty times (R. 200). 
In his opinion there is great need for another company 
to handle heavy hauling because every time he has needed . 
service he has encountered costly delay and had to call 
back several times (R. 259). 
Public Witness Jack F. May, manager of Lundin and 
May Foundry, testified that delivery of equipment manu-· 
factured by them must be made immediately in many in-
stances to insure operation of their customers' smelters 
and mills (R. 262). 
He testified he had a bad situation at the very time of 
his appearance with one of the truck lines out on strike, 
testifying as follows : 
"Q. Now, does a strike interfere with the oper-
ation of your business? 
"A. Very decidedly. We have got a very bad 
situation right now with one of the truck lines that 
are out on. strike. We have got a bunch of equip-
ment that was purchased last Wednesday, and it is 
tied up over here in the yard, and our customer is 
threatening to cancel the order because we can't de-
liver it, and it is over there in a trailer (R. 262-263) . 
"COM. BENNETT: You can give your reasons 
why you are supporting the application, if you are. 
"A. The situation that might develop, and we 
have had it develop in the past, is that should one 
of these truck lines, through some labor difficulty, 
be unable to give us the service that we want tQ 
give, and that the American Smelting Company re-
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quires, we would have to have some auxiliary way of 
sending it out there. In the past we have called on 
the Harry L. Young Trucking Company to help us 
out whenever it was an interstate, and they have 
given us excellent service" (R. 263-264). 
Public Witness, David E.- Hughes, president and man-
ager of Cate Equipment Company, stated that one division 
of his company -did as much as $300,000 per year. He has 
used the respondent for interstate hauls. He requires spec-
ial handling and know-how in dismantling and rigging. 
(Petitioner Ashworth uses feeder in this work which re-
quires dealing with separate entities.) He- testified: 
"Q. Now, I think you stated that one of the 
requirements that you have with respect to the 
operation of that particular part of your business 
is the availability of equipment and know-how, with 
respect to dismantling and loading? 
"A. That's right. 
"Q. In addition to hauling. And, have the 
services rendered by Harry L. Young & Sons, Inc., 
been satisfactory? 
"A. Yes. 
"Q. And you are up here supporting his appli-
cation for intrastate rights, to be able to render the 
comparable service for intrastate shipments so far 
as that operation in your business is concerned? 
"A. I think it will be advantageous to us, in 
two ways; the first way is, that, because of the large 
volume of business we have done with them in out 
of state work, it would be very wise and advan-
tageous, from our standpoint, to do business with 
one firm with whom we are familiar, and in whom 
we have confidence in this specialized work. 
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"And, another thing, is, if there was another 
company available, I think the overall availability 
of equipment might be better" (R. 273-27 4). 
Public Witness Wayne Thomas, owner of Wayne's Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company, testified that respondent 
has made numerous interstate hauls for him and on one 
occasion hauled large transformers interstate for him but 
was required because of lack of authority to stop that haul 
on delivery in Salt Lake City. This particular problem but 
serves to illustrate similar testimony of other witnesses. 
Respondent's interstate customers find it necessary to re-
load and rehandle the same commodities because of re-
strictions against respondent for intrastate movement. 
"Q. Now, did you have occasion to call on some 
trucking firm to help you with the transfer of those 
transformers ? 
"A. Those particular transformers were large, 
and heavy, and the Young Truck Line had brought 
them in to me, for storage-they had brought them 
in from the coast, and were familiar with them-
"Q. That is the Harry L. Young Trucking 
Company? 
"A. Yes sir. - so I called them, inasmuch as 
they were familiar with them, and they told me that 
they were unable to handle~ them, because of them 
just being here in the city they couldn't handle that 
type of business-it required large cranes and trucks 
to bring them in-. So I called Ashworth Transfer, 
and it was an emergency, it was an Ohio public 
utility that needed them, and they ordered them by 
telephone, so we were trying to give them the best 
service we could. 
"Ashworth's at that time were busy with 
other work and couldn't take care of us. 
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"It went on for two or three days, and they 
finally-! didn't know this-later called in the Salt 
Lake Trans:fier, to take over for them, to do this job, 
and the Salt Lake Transfer sent their equipment 
down and brought them to us, but while they were 
rigging to load them in back, they broke one of 
the large insulators" (R. 277-278). 
On other occasions he made several calls and encount-
ered delay ( R. 280) . 
The petitioners used inexperienced loaders and the 
wrong type of equipment (R. 282, 283). 
He concluded that services such as proposed to be 
rendered by Harry L. Young & Sons,· Inc., would be great-
ly beneficial. 
Public Witness, James D. Williams, is familiar with 
and has been occupied in the business of mining for 22 
) 
years. He personally was conducting two large operations 
in Beaver County at the time of the hearing. He encount-
erep. difficulty in getting trucking equipment to haul three 
large 44,000-volt transformers. He called Petiitioner Ash-
worth and was told they could not possibly move them for 
two or three weeks. He incurred delay and expense as a 
result (R. 301). He further 'testified that equipment must 
be moved from closed mines without delay ( R. 303) ; that 
he has used the respondent in interstate hauls and found 
his services for both rigging and hauling very satisfactory 
and the grant of authority to respondent would be of great 
advantage to his operation (R. 304). 
Public Witness, R. M. Cowan, traffic manager and ore 
buyer for Combined Metals Reduction Company, testified 
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that his company has extensive mining operations, mills 
and plants in Utah and Nevada. He has employed Ash-
worth and found their services very satisfactory (R. 309). 
He stated, however, that there were situations in which the 
grant of authority to respondent would be most convenient, 
testifying as follows : 
"A. I stated we do move equipment from Salt 
Lake to Bauer for our operations, and oftentimes 
we have found it necessary where we were unable 
to get sufficient supplies locally to pick up some of 
our stock or warehousing-that is warehoused down 
at Bauer and continue on down with that movement 
to either Castelton or Henderson. It also has been 
and has occurred in the past that, we have had oc-
casions where we could have made a single move-
ment, we could have taken one carrier and moved 
the equipment from Salt Lake to Bauer, and then 
used that same equipment and put on a load and con-
tinued the movement on down to Castelton, and it 
would be a little more convenient at times if we did 
have an arrangement whereby we could use the 
Young trucks in that manner. 
"Q. And on those occasions I think if, as you 
state it, it would be to your advantage? 
"A. Yes, it would be more convenient. As it 
is, we either depend on Barton or Ashworth to serv-
ice us at the plant or our own trucks. 
"Q. That doesn't mean that you would use, or 
intended to use Mr. Young exclusively or -
"A. No, definitely not. 
"Q. It was only with regard to those situations 
where those particular -
"A. Just where it happened to be to our con-
venience to do so. 
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"Q. And it is to· your convenience, as you 
stated, on several occasions? 
"A. That is right. 
"Q. And as a result of that you are here sup. 
porting Mr. Young's application? 
"A. That's right. We would like to see him in 
there. He is familiar with our operations, his driv-
ers know where to go, there is very little difficulty, 
after giving them instructions. They know their 
way pretty well around t~e pl~nt there ... They know 
where to unload and ':Vhere to take their equipment" 
(R. 311-312). 
Petitioner filed a complaint against the respondent on 
May 14, 1952. The notices of hearing of the application 
case were issued on May 6, 1952. Since the record is re-
plete with reference to the so-called complaint and the 
petitioners. omitted the same as a part of the official record, 
a brief summary of the facts associated therewith is as 
follows: 
The petitioners' complaint, among other things alleged 
that respondent had engaged in illegaJ hauls during the 
period of the April-May, 1952, Salt Lake City and County 
flood. The complaint, while technically supported, boom-
eranged in that the record discloses that the petitioners 
singled out the respondent for complaint before the Com-
mission for a technical violation during the emergency 
period, when in fact many other carriers, including the peti-
tioners, were at times also technically in violation. 
Witnesses called on behalf of the respondent, in addi-
tion however to proving the existence of a state of emergen-
cy which was finally reluctantly admitted by petitioners, 
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gave very pertinent testimony as to the need for additional 
equipment and qualified heavy haul service. 
Campbell M. Brown, manager of Associated General 
Contractors, Salt Lake City, testified that he was assistant 
to Gus Backman, chairman of Salt Lake City and County 
Flood Relief, during the flood period and was in charge 
of the procurement of heavy equipment. He testified: 
"I called Mr. Jack Parsons, one of my contrac-
tors who I knew had a road job working here, and 
with his permission we took one of the D-8 cater-
pillar tractors from his job and moved it to the 13th 
South Canal. 
"I had attempted to call both the Ashworth and 
the· Salt Lake Transfer Company. I had even called 
Elmer at home, but couldn't raise anyone-because 
I know Elmer very well. 
"Q. Who is 'Elmer?' 
"A. Elmer Sims. 
"Q. Oh, Elmer Sims? 
"A. That's right. I had also attempted to call 
the Ashworth Transfer and could get no response, 
so I called Marve Young, of H. L. Young Trucking 
Company, and Marvin informed me that they had 
no permit to haul, and I told him that this was an 
emergency, it was a matter of probably millions of 
dollars of property damage, and that if he would 
haul it, why, we would just have to worry about 
what came out of it. And I think that he was down 
in about half an hour with the transport, and went 
·1;1p and picked up the Cat. and moved it down. 
"Q. About what time of day was this, Mr. 
Brown? 
"A. It was one o'clock in the morning, during 
the high water" (CR. 54-55) . 
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"Q. And at each of those times did you try 
to get other equipment before you called Mr.· Young? 
"A. That's right. 
"Q. And you were unable to get other equip. 
ment? 
"A. That is correct" (CR. 56). 
Witness· Ben Lingenfelter, Salt Lake City Commission-
. er in charge of Public Safety, testified he was well acquaint-
ed with both Ashworth and Sims of Salt Lake Transfer. He 
had sold them equipment. He stated respondent was called 
because he understood "we couldn't get hold of petitioners" 
(CR. 62). 
On the .. other hand, respondent responded immediately 
between 1:30 and 3:00 in the morning (CR. 61). 
LeMar W. Doll, foreman of Utah Construction Com-
pany, testified that Petitioner Ashworth on two different 
occasions sent out equipment but that the driver wasn't 
capable of handling equipment as needed (CR. 39). 
He further testified that he had trouble getting equip-
ment as follows : 
"EXAM. HACKING: When you say 'they', 
which one? 
"A. Ashworth, sir. It was in the vicinity of 
8th West and approximately 11th South-to where 
we wanted a tractor unloaded in following - bear-
ing against the driver himself. He was unable to get 
the tractor unloaded right at the designated point 
we wanted, because the man wasn't familiar with 
the tractor he was driving, to back it in, and we 
had to get him unloaded the best way we could be-
cause we had the whole fleet of trucks sitting tied 
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up and the water just about to get away from us at 
that point, and we had to get him in there and get 
him in there in a hurry. 
"Q. This driver on the Ashworth equipment 
wasn't able or capable of handling the equipment he 
was sent out on? 
"A. That's right" (CR. 39) . 
B. E. Mellenthin, assistant engineer Salt Lake City 
Engineering Department, testified that several large firms 
were called upon for their services, that respondent's serv-
ices were very good (CR. 52) . 
Theodore E. Wherry, a factory representative, was as-
sistant to Mr. Gus Backman, Chairman of Flood Control, 
and he stated he knew both the petitioners, he had business 
with them, but didn't know respondent (CR. 76) . He 
called both of the petitioners for services which they were 
unable to render and it became necessary for him to call 
on respondent (CR. 69-70) . 
STATEMENT OF POINTS 
POINT I. 
THE COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION UNDER 
THE P. S. C. U. ORDER ISSUING CERTIFI-
CATE OF CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY 
TO RESPONDENT IS REASONABLE AND 
PROPER. 
POINT II. 
THE PROCEDURE FOLLOWED BY THE 
COMMISSION WAS PROPER. IF IT DID CON-
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SIDER EVIDENCE HEARD IN OTHER PRO-
CEEDINGS, SUCH EVIDENCE WAS NOT 
NECESSARY TO SUPPORT ITS DECISION. 
POINT III. 
THERE IS IN THE RECORD COMPETENT 
EVIDENCE FROM WHICH THE COMMISSION 
COULD REASONABLY BELIEVE OR CON-
CLUDE THAT THE EXISTENCE OF PRES-
ENT AND REASONABLY ANTICIPATED 
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY 
WOULD BE SERVED BY THE ISSUANCE OF 
A CERTIFICATE OF CONVENIENCE AND 
NECESSITY TO THE RESPONDENT. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I. 
THE COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION UNPER 
THE P. S. C. U. ORDER ISSUING CERTIFI-
CATE OF CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY 
TO RESPONDENT IS REASONABLE AND 
PROPER. 
The petitioners object to the form of the authority 
granted to respondent inferring that direct testimony is 
required as to each specific commodity. 
The petitioners object in particular to the inclusion of 
the commodity explosives as a part of the grant under re-
spondent's Certificate of Authority. 
The respondent has authority to haul explosives in 
interstate commerce. That· explosives are a necessary com-
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modity in oil and gas development, in rigging work, in 
mining and related activities seems so well known as to re-
quire no further discussion. 
Petitioners own witness, Ashworth, testified to some 
extent about the Petitioner Ashworth's activities in this 
regard but most of the activity was in interstate commerce 
for which the respondent already has authority and the 
court's attention is directed again to the fact that Ash-
worth is operating a great deal of its equipment under 
lease hauling dynamite in interstate commerce (R. 321). 
The petitioner further complains that the Commission 
is requiring the respondent to haul certain commodities that 
respondent has not applied for, that is petitioners' own in-
terpretation, in any event it would seem that the wrong 
party is complaining. The authority granted by its very 
language eliminates conflict with regular line carriers. 
The Commission's order granted a Certificate of Con-
venience and Necessity to the respondent for the transporta-
tion of: 
"Commodities which by reason of their size, 
shape, weight, origin, or destination require equip-
ment or service of a character not regularly furn-
ished by regular common carriers at the regular 
line rates, which commodities shall be such as, but 
shall not be limited to the following: gasoline tanks, 
boilers, pipes, and tubing to be used in connection 
therewith; cable bridges, or structural iron or steel; 
concrete mixers, culverts, explosives, grading and 
road equipment; harvesters and thrashers, locomo-
tives, machinery and drag-line outfits; pipeline, 
pipe, pole line construction material; telephone or 
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telegraph poles, rails, supplies and equipment, in-
cidental to, or used in, the construction, develop. 
ment, operation and maintenance of facilities for 
the discovery, development, and production of na-
tural gas and petroleum. 
"Comm.odities in connection with the transport-
ing of which is rendered a special service in prepar-
ing such commodities for shipment or setting up 
after delivery or otherwise rendering a needed serv-
ice not a part of the ordinary act of transporting 
and not now regularly furnished by other regular 
common carriers for the regular line rates" (Em-
phasis added) . 
"All parts, supplies, equipment and appurten-
. ances are a part of the same movement. 
"To and from all points within the State of 
Utah, over irregular routes, on call." 
In the so-called heavy hauling category it is well known 
that the commodities desginated. by the Commission identify 
commodities requiring special equipment and special handl-
ing because of their size and weight. 
So difficult has been the specific listing of commodi-
ties requiring special handling and special equipment that 
in dealing with .riggers (so-called heavy haulers) the I. 
C. C. (Ex. parte MC-45 November 13, 1952) said in its 
report: 
"There are several specialized carriers whose 
services cannot be described by an .enumeration of 
the commodities which they may be called upon to 
transport * * *" . 
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"We find that the commodity description and 
class heading 'Commodities, the transportation of 
which because of size and weight requires the use 
of special equipment, and of related machinery parts 
and related contractors' materials and supplies when 
their transportation is incidental to the transporta-
tion by applicant of commodities which by reason of 
size or weight require special equipment' will be a 
just and reasonable cb1ssification or grouping of the 
commodities embraced therein." 
The phraseology used in the Certificate issued to re-
spondent as it applies to oil and gas hauls is one that has 
been determined by the I. C. C. as to the extent and charac-
ter of services which similar carriers may perform in inter-
state commerce. The phras-eology was arrived at after ex-
tensive hearing to do away with doubt and confusion on 
the part of carriers, shippers and others using such_ serv-
ices, because as found by the I. C. C., "various services per-
formed by specialized haulers are of such nature and so 
closely related as to make it impractical to segregate 
them." The commission found that there were hundreds of 
commodities which required special handling and to list 
each one separately and classify it would entail testimony 
and require a record far beyond practical procedure in-
curring great expense and unnecessary testimony. The re-
sult would be further confusion. 
It is interesting to note ·also that ·the I. C. C. in the 
aforementioned hearing consolidated 31 applications and 
most of the applicants presented a part of their individual 
testimony, or that of their witnesses, in the form of written 
prepared statements. The Commissioner found that there 
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were literally thousands of individual commodities which 
were subject to haul, and so adopted a form of authority 
which has become known as the so-called Mercer Descrip-
tion: 
"We find that the present and future public 
convenience and. necessity (emphasis added) re-
quire operations by all of the applicants herein, 
other than those in Nos. MC27662 (Sub-No. 2) and 
MC-4964 (Sub-No. 14), as common carriers by 
motor vehicle, in interstate or foreign commerce, 
over irregular routes, from, to, or between the points 
and within the territories set forth in connection 
with their respective docket numbers in appendix B 
hereto, of (1) machinery equipment, materials and 
supplies used in, or in conn~ction with the discovery, 
development, production, refining, manufacture, 
processing, storage, transmission, and distribution 
of natural gas and petroleum and their products and 
by-products, and (2) machinery, materials, equip-
ment and supplies used in, or in connection with the 
construction, operation, repair, servicing, mainten-
ance and dismantling of pipe lines, including the 
stringing and picking up thereof." In re Applica-
tion of T. C. Mercer and G. E. Mercer, No. MC-
74595 (Sub-No. 15), decided May 24, 1946. 
It is apparent that the experience of and decisions 
from the I. C. C. fully support the commodity classification 
granted in the P. S. C. U.'s order in~luding explosives. 
POINT II. 
THE PROCEDURE FOLLOWED BY THE 
COMMISSION WAS PROPER. IF IT DID CON-
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SIDER EVIDENCE· HEARD. IN OTHER PRO-
CEEDINGS, SUCH EVIDENCE WAS NOT 
NECESSARY TO SUPPORT ITS DECISION. 
Petitioners take issue with the procedure used by the 
P. S. C. in arriving at its decision. The Commission actual-
ly had adequate foundation for the procedure followed. 
Consolidation for various purposes of administrative pro-
cedure is necessary and proper and the public interest re-
quires it. 
The I. C. C. in one instance consolidated 12 formal com-
plaints through investigations and suspension proceedings, 
and sixteen applications under a long and short haul 
clause, and in another hearing it considered fifty-four form-
al complaints, eighteen ·cases previously heard, and decided 
to reopen for further hearing, and eighteen cases previous-
ly heard in which proposed reports had been issued. 
Attorney General Comm. Ad. Proc. Monograph, ICC 
12 (1941). As stated in Davis, Administrative Law (1951) : 
"The Administrative Procedure Act does not at-
tempt to produce uniformity of rule-making proce-
dures. Instead, it provides minimum standards for 
party participation in the formulation of some rules, 
but even when those standards are applicable the 
agency may dispense with them on finding for good 
cause that the prescribed standards are 'impractic-
able, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest.' 
Except for a requirement of publication, the Act 
makes no procedural requirements, not even a min-
imum requirement, with respect to 'interpretative 
rules, general statements of policy, rules of agency 
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organi~ation, procedure, or practice' * * •" 
(Page 230). -
Davis further states "most of the judicial decisions on 
consolidation of administrative proceedings have come up 
from the F. C. C., but apparently none upsets administrative 
discretion" (Page 297). Citing the following cases: 
See 
F. C. C. v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 U. 
S. 134, 60 S. Ct. 437, 84 L. Ed. 656 (1940); 
Meeker v. Lehigh Valley R. Co., 236 U. S. 434, 
438, 35 S. Ct. 337, 339, 59 L. Ed. 659, Ann. 
Cas. 1916B, 691 ( 1915) ; 
United States v. Northern Pac. Ry., · 288 U. S. 
490, 53 S. Ct. 406, 77 L. Ed. 914 (1933); 
United States ex rel. Delaware & Hudson R. 
Corp. v. I. C. C., 60 App. D. C. 267, 51 F. 
2nd 429 ( 1931). 
American Trucking Ass'ns v. United States, 326 
U. S. 77, 65 S. Ct. 1499, 89 L. Ed. 2065 
(1945) 0 
The question of. judicial notice requires no . briefing. 
The narrow scope of judicial notice obviously rests heavily 
upon the idea that the court should rely upon parties in-
vestigations and should not make its own investigation. 
Judicial notice is usually limited to common knowledge 
and readily accessible facts. The courts. have in many in· 
stances however gone beyond the usually accepted scope of 
• judicial notice. Thus it is well established that courts take 
judicial notice of the nature of and disposition of prior 
cases. "We take judicial notice of our own records." 
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Bienville Water Supply Co. v. Mobile, 186 U. 
S. 212, 217, 49 Supreme Court 423, 424, 
73 L. Ed. 838 (1929). 
The Supreme Court has quite freely taken judicial 
notice of evidence and other materials in records of other 
cases. The leading case being : 
United States v. Pink, 315 U. S. 203, 62 Su-
preme Court 552, 86 L. Ed. 796 (1942). 
The administrative body's . right to consider judicial 
facts should be at least as broad as the court's. The P. S. 
C. U. has a responsibility for taking the initiative in repre-
senting the public interest. The petitioners seem to be 
particularly offended by the possibility of a competitive 
third carrier, rather than concern for the public interest, 
as stated in petitioners' brief: "The net result, of course, 
is that a third carrier will be made available to these 
shippers when there is one excess carrier already available." 
The Commission has responsibility to the public be-
yond the contesting parties, which responsibility requires 
that the third party, the public, be represented in all of its 
procedure and hearings, and further that information of a 
public nature readily available in the public interest should 
be utilized by the Commission. 
To limit the Commission to judicial facts in the narrowest 
definition of that term would defeat the very purpose of 
administrative bodies. 
Davis recognizes the problem in the following language: 
"Regulatory agencies are veritable information 
centers, both in their accumulations of factual rna-
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terials and in their organizations of specialized per-
sonnel. The agencies have at their command the in-
formation acquired not only through adjudication, 
rule making, prosecuting, and supervi~ing, but also 
through the exercise of an independent power of in-
vestigation, which allows the agency to employ 
questionnaires and ta require regulated parties to 
file periodic and special reports. General investiga-
tions are also frequently conducted for the purpose 
of making rules, or paving the way for prosecution 
or providing a needed background for adjudication, 
or for purposes no more specific than discovering 
what action if any may be needed in some area of 
regulation. Regulatory agencies employ men trained 
in various disciplines who develop specializations 
within specializations, and institutional arrange-
ments permit the agency to bring to bear upon an 
individual case all the skills and understanding that 
only an organized group of specialists can provide. 
The organization of the ICC staff into sixteen 
bureaus reflects major areas of specialization, and 
a good deal of significance lies in the fact that one 
of the sixteen is the Bureau of Transport Economics 
and Statistics which is in constant process of con-
ducting special studies" Adm. Law, Davis (1951), 
p, 483. I 
Landis, the Administrative Process 38-39 (1938), 
makes the following comments : 
"The test of the judicial process, traditionally 
is not the fair disposition of the controversy; it is 
the fair disposition of the controversy upon the rec· 
ord as made by the parties * * * for (the ad· 
ministrative) process to be successful in a partieu· 
lar field, it is imperative that controversies be de· 
cided as 'rightly' as possible, independently of the 
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formal record the parties themselves produce. The 
ultimate test of the administrative is the policy that 
it formulates; not the fairness as between the par-
ties of the disposition of a controversy on a record 
of their own making." 
Although the record itself fully supports the findings 
of the Commission, all exercises of judgment necessarily in-
voke use of knowledge aside from the technical record. The 
petitioners apparently expect the Commission to shut its 
eyes to the plainest public facts of increased industrial de-
velopment and oil and gas activities within the State of 
Utah, facts supported amply by the testimony of respond-
ent's expert public witnesses, and within the knowledge 
of the general public, as well as the trier of the facts, call 
them judicial notice or official notice they cannot be ignor-
ed in the interest of the public. Our own court has held that 
the commission may take into consideration public need 
reasonably to be anticipated in the near future. 
POINT III. 
THERE IS IN THE RECORD COMPETENT 
EVIDENCE FROM WHICH THE COMMISSION 
COULD REASONABLY BELIEVE OR CON-
CLUDE THAT THE EXISTENCE OF PRES-
ENT AND REASONABLY ANTICIPATED 
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY 
WOULD BE SERVED BY THE ISSUANCE OF 
A CERTIFICATE OF CONVENIENCE AND 
NECESSITY TO THE RESPONDENT. 
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The petitioners are apparently asking the court to 
substitute its judgment for that of the Commisision in the 
following particulars: 
(a) That the public witnesses were making minor 
complaints as regarding the lack of sufficient equipment 
to me~t their needs. 
(b) That the Commission should require specific testi-
mony as to each commodity rather than as to the general 
type. and nature of the service required to transport the 
commodity. 
(c) That the protestants have ample equipment and 
competent help available at all times. 
(d) That the public interest does not justify an over-
all expansion of the gr~wing specialized hauling business 
in the State of Utah. 
(e) That . there is no increase in oil and gas develop-
ment and industrial development in the State of Utah. 
The general principle as to the degree of proof neces-
sary to support findings by the P. S. C. U. have been de-
termined by a long line of decisions of the Utah Supreme 
Court. 
The Supreme Court is bound by findings of the Com-
mission when there is evidence to support them, notwith· 
standing the wisdom of the decision or whether the court's 
conclusions on evidence might have been the same. 
Jeremy Fuel and Grain Co. v. Public Utilities 
Commission, 63 Utah 392, 226 Pac. 45; 
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Fuller-Topance Truck Co. v. Public Service 
Commi.ssion, 99 Utah 28, 96 P. 2d 722. 
It is also apparent that when testimony is conflicting 
as to a material fact the conclusions of the Commission 
should be upheld since the Supreme Court's power of re-
view is limited to questions as to whether the Commission, in 
the exercise of its authority, proceeded in the manner re-
quired by law, and whether the findings are justified by 
the degree of evidence. 
It is not required that the facts found by the Commis-
sion be conclusi'Vely established, nor even that they be 
shown by a preponderance of the evidence. If there is in 
the record competent evidence from which a reasonable 
mind could believe or conclude that a certain fact exisited, 
a finding of such fact finds justification in the evidence 
and the court cannot disturb it. 
Mulcahy v. Public Service Commission, 101 
Utah 245, 117 P. 2d 298; 
Union Pacific R. Co. v. Public Service Commis-
sion, 102 Utah 465, 132 P. 2d 128; 
Uintah Freight Lines v. Public Service Commis-
sion et al., 229 Pac. 2d 675; 
Fuller-Topance v. Public Service Commission 
of Utah, 99 Utah 28, 96 Pac. (2d) 722; 
Cantalay & Tanzola Inc., Clark Truck Lines and 
Lang Transportation Co. v. The Public 
Service Commission of Utah and I Sander , 
Inc., 233 Pac. (2d) 722. 
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An examination of the record reveals much reasonable 
evidence to support the Commission's action granting a 
certificate to the respondent. 
That the respondent has the necessary equipment and 
personnel available is apparent from the record. 
Respondent has been operating in interstate commerce 
hauling the same general commodity classification through-
out six states. 
Respondent's servic~s have been very satisfactory to 
shippers using his services. 
The protestants have themselves called upon respondent 
for services as have numerous other interested intrastate 
shippers. The petitioners do imply that respondent can-
not be trusted in oil rig hauls, but they have themselves 
participated with respondent on several occasions and re-
spondent has moved a complete rig without assistance. Re-
spondent's equipment is much more extensive and he has 
at least as competent personnel as protestant Pritchard who 
has participated in considerable oil field movements in 
association with other haulers. 
The petitioners do not question the fact that the high-
ways over which the applicant desires to operate will not 
be unduly burdened. 
As to the second provision of the statutes the peti-
tioners do not question the fact that the granting of the 
application will not unduly interfere with the traveling 
public. 
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Petitioners do question the Commission for failure to 
find that the existing transportation facilities in the special 
categories granted to the respondent with authority 
throughout the state of Utah provide adequate and reason-
able service. 
The Commission could reasonably find otherwise. 
It is interesting to note that the respondent received 
calls from fifteen shippers of commodities requiring special 
service and handling all within sixty days prior to the hear-
ing. These shippers had been and were using respondent's 
services. Is it not a just inference that there was something 
lacking in the services available, or, in any event, that new 
facilities w_ere being sought? 
The petitioners state that minor complaints are to be 
expected. With that broad, general statement we agree ; 
but the nature of the complaints is something else again. 
Extensive testimony by numerous witnesses as to lack of 
equipment, inability to supply equipment where needed, 
delay in responding to requests, the necessity of leasing 
equipment from others and methods of operation which, 
in effect, give preferential treatment to certain customers 
cannot be glossed over. Testimony as to all or part of the 
foregoing facts was presented by a long list of witnesses: 
George Manson, Field Superintendent for Roger 
V. Pierce Equipment Company; 
Jack F. May, Manager of Lundin and May 
Foundry; 
David E. Hughes, President and Manager of 
Cate Equipment Company; 
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Wayne Thomas, owner of Wayne's Electric and 
Manufacturing Company; 
James D. Williams, owner and operator of 
mines and mills in Utah and Nevada· , 
R. M. Cowan, Traffic Manager and ore buyer 
for Combined Metals Production Company; 
, Henry Thomas, manager of Thomas Electric 
Company; 
Campbell M. Brown, Local Secretary, Associ-
ated General Contractors of America; 
Ben Lingenfelter, Salt Lake City Commissioner 
of Public Safety; 
LeMar W. Doll, Superintendent, Utah Construc-
tion Co.; 
Theodore E. Wherry, Sales Representative of 
Heavy Equipment. 
To set forth verbatim testimony· from the record would 
only serve to encumber respondent's brief. In general, the 
witnesses produced by the petitioners themselves and pro-
testant witness Pritchard add additional weight to the 
fact that existing facilities do not provide adequate or 
reasonable service. 
Thus, Rulon Ashworth admitted 125 leases, with the 
exception of at most five interstate, using numerous pieces 
of Petitioner Ashworth's equipment. It may be reasonably 
assumed that such equipment would not be available for 
norm~I intrastate service. The schedule of equipment sup-
plied by Protestant Pritchard is obviously not sufficient 
to meet requirements for more than one rig movement at 
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a time and he has to either wastefully deadhead equipment 
having only two tractors or call upon others. He had 
equipment in New Mexico at the time of the hearing. 
Could it reasonably be said that that same equipment would 
be available for use in some other place? He had to use 
equipment from Colorado Haulers in another instance. Since 
the movement of rigs and equipment requires immediate 
service, and obviously movements may take place through-
out the entire state of Utah, in many instances hundreds 
of miles apart, it cannot be seriously contended that the 
available services are either reasonable or adequate. 
The court will recall the difficulty encountered by 
John Bunning an out-of-state hauler from Rock Springs. 
Let the record speak for itself: 
"We assisted in moving a rig from down near 
Delta up, I think, to near Soda Springs, Idaho. 
"Q. Did you personally move that rig? 
"A. No sir. 
"Q. And your equipment was used on that 
haul? 
"A. My equipment - there was either four 
or five trucks out on it. 
"Q. Do you recall more particularly when that 
occurred? 
"A. I would have to see my books. 
"Q. Would it have been within the last month? 
"A. Yes sir. 
"Q. Did you encounter any difficulty with re-
spect to the use of your equipment on that haul? 
"A. No sir. I hauled that rig for John Bun-
ning - I assisted . him. 
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"Q. Who is John Bunning? 
"A. He is an operator out of Rock Springs_ 
and he took time out to call me on the phone, and 
thank me, and tell me what a wonderful job my 
drivers had done. 
"Q. Do you know whether or not any other 
local haulers were contacted on that? 
"A. Ashworth Transfer. 
"Q. Ashworth Transfer. Did they supply the 
equipment? 
"A. Yes sir. 
"Q. Do you know how many units they sup-
plied? 
"A. No sir" (R. 147). 
The statement of the Commission in its order denying 
application for rehearing made the following pertinent 
comment: 
"And the Commission in the determination of 
its said report and order and particularly in connec-
tion with Ashworth Transfer Company and Salt 
Lake Transfer Company; having considered that it, 
the Commission, had for the past several years re-
fused to permit and allow the applications of any 
specialized heavy haulers with the thought and pur-
pose in mind of giving the said Ashworth Transfer 
Company and Salt Lake ·Transfer Company the op-
portunity to ·expand and to take care of the growing 
specialized heavy hauling business in the State of 
Utah, and particularly that of oil field hauling, and 
the Commission at the hearing of the above entitled 
matter having concluded that the said Ashworth 
Transfer Company and Salt Lake Transfer Com· 
pany had not expanded in accordance with the de-
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mands of the specialized heavy hauling industry, 
and particularly the oil field hauling industry, and 
it being made to appear at said hearing that the 
above named had only made occasional moves of oil 
field equipment and supplies, and the Commission 
in its consideration and determination of said re-
port and order aforesaid, having concluded that the 
said Guy Prichard, doing busip.ess as Guy Prichard 
Transfer, did not have sufficient equipment to meet 
the growing demands therefor in the State of Utah 
and having concluded that it was necessary and 
proper to expand the existing specialized carriers for 
the purpose of aiding those already in the field, and 
the Commission now being fully advised in the prem-
ises concludes that said applications should be 
denied.'' 
Preferential treatment of certain customers by peti-
tioners is also apparent from the record. Such treatment is 
obvious in the case of leasors and also many shippers of 
commodities within the classification of respondent's grant-
ed authority require mantling, dismantling and rigging in 
connection with shpment. Where such servces are request-
ed of Petitioner Ashworth, the shipper also deals with Utah 
Crane & Rigging. The same general problem is present in 
using services of Prichard; who carries on a separate supply 
business for oil field customers. It cannot be seriously 
contended that .the separate activities mentioned do not 
have an effect upon the availability of equipment and serv-
ices to the general public.· 
The respondent wishes to call to the court's attention 
the further fact that the grant of authority to the respond-
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ent serves to eliminate certain unnecessary and wasteful 
practices which are not in the public interest. 
The respondent hauling commodities interstate brings 
in commodities from out of state and these same com-
modities which require special treatment and handling 
must be retreated and rehandled by intrastate carriers, thus 
incurring delay, tying up duplicate equipment and requir-
ing the shipper to use the services of an additional carrier 
when respondent is already familiar with the special re-
quirements of rigging, hauling and handling. This practice 
of necessity requires deadheading of equipment, to no use-
ful purpose, adding additional strain on the highways of the 
state. 
That the Commission might reasonably conclude ad-
ditional service is needed is amply supported by the record, 
particularly in the field of oil and gas development. The 
respondent's witnesses., Dorsey Hager and Robert W. Bern-
ick, testified extensively as to reasonably anticipated in-
crease of activity. In that regard, petitioners claim such 
testimony is not competent or material but Mr. Cornwall, 
who appeared for several of the protestants, was unhappy 
because respondent's Exhibit 23 conservatively, does not in-
clude the Utah Natural Gas Line (which, since the hearing, 
has become an accomplished fact, opening up the vast 
Clear Creek Gas Field). 
"MR. CORNWALL: Isn't Utah Natural shown? 
I will certainly object to that map, then (Laughter). 
"MR. TAYLOR : They would all be interstate, 
with the exception of the proposed line to the Uintah 
Basin. 
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"MR. CORNWALL·: That is kind of in the blue 
print stage, isn't it? 
"MR. TAYLOR : That is correct. 
(Discussion off the record). 
"COM. BENNETT: Well, the purpose of this is 
to show-
"MR. TAYLOR: That there is a great deal of 
activity in the State of Utah, as evidenced by the fact 
that these lines have been either erected or proposed, 
and they are erecting additional pipe lines, which, of 
course have to be supplied with additional oil or 
gas. 
"MR. CORNWALL: Well, if you want to make 
an exhibit of it we wouldn't object. I don't think it 
is material, myself. 
"MR. TAYLOR: Well, I don't think so, either. 
"MR. PUGSLEY: We agree with you. 
''MR. TAYLOR:· I think I will - Mr. Bernick, 
are you familiar- probably we had better mark-
(Applicant's Exhibit No. 23, Witness 
Bernick, marked for identification.) 
"Q. by Mr. Taylor: Mr. Bernick, I show you 
what has been marked for purposes of identification, 
as Applicant's Exhibit _No. 23, and I will ask you if 
that was prepared under your supervision and direc-
tion? 
"A. It was sir. 
"Q. And from information that is public. 
knowledge? 
"Q. And just what does the exhibit indicate? 
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"A. It 'Shows the proposed products line of the 
Pioneer Pipe Line Company, from Sinclair, Wyom-
ing, to Salt Lake City; it shows the proposed para}. 
leling of the products line of the Salt Lake Pipe Line 
Company from Salt Lake to Boise, Idaho-they call 
it 'looping,' I believe. 
"We co~ldn't put the proposed Utah Natural 
Gas Company's line on the map, because there was 
an amendment filed recently, and I didn't have an 
exact line showing the route of the lirie. 
"MR. CORNWALL: We will supply that at a 
later date. 
"THE WITNESS: Thank you, sir. 
"The map also shows a possible line of the 
Mountain Fuel Supply Company outside the State 
of Utah, from its Hiawatha field to Church Buttes, 
Wyoming. This was put in because Mr. Nightingale, 
the president of the company, has informed the Com-
mission that he proposes to build transmission facili-
ties as soon as he develops reserves in the area. Such 
extensions would require additional compressors, and 
other equipment within the boundaries of the State 
of Utah, at Coalville Junction * * *" R. 236-
237). 
That the Commission has at all times taken into con-
sideration the protection .of present carriers is apparent 
from its order denying application for rehearing: 
(See supra page .) 
That the Commission may, and indeed in the public in· 
terest, should review the over-all transportation problem 
within the State of Utah in considering an application for 
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grant of authority seems both reasonable and proper, and 
adjustment should be made from time to time as conditions 
reasonably warrant. To freeze service in view of expanding 
industrial and oil and gas activities would be arbitrary and 
capricious. 
There is reasonable evidence in the record to support 
the Commission's grant of authority to respondent in each 
and every particular. 
WHEREFORE, the respondents having fully answered 
the brief of petitioners, respectfully request this court to 
uphold the report, findings and order of the Commission, 
and to uphold the Certificate of Convenience and Necessity 
issued to respondent, Harry L. Young & Sons, Inc., upon 
the grounds and for the reasons set forth in this brief, 
and the report, findings and order of the Commission. 
Respectfully submitted, 
E. R. CALLISTER, 
Attorney General for the 
State of Utah 
PETER M. LOWE, 
Deputy Attorney General 
A. PRATT KESLER and 
LEE NEFF TAYLOR, 
Attorneys for Respondent, 
Harry L. Young & Sons, Inc. 
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